
CELLVITAL CV-HC Homecare PEMF System 

Includes: 

• CV-HC Mat applicator for whole body treatment  

• CV-HC Pillow applicator for local application 

• Control unit 

• Carrying bag 

• Quick guide and operation menu 

• Homecare – Technical Data 

• Control unit: 195mm x 210mm x 45mm 

• Whole body applicator: 490mm x 1600mm x 10 mm 

• Local applicator: 620mm x 280 mm x 10mm 

• Transport bag: 600mm x 240mm x 215 mm 

• Weight: in total approx. 4 kg 

• Timer: function 2 timers (individually adjustable) 

• Display backlight: yes 

• Programs Standard: Relax – Basic – Vital in 3 different Intensities: (Sensitive – Medium – 

Intensive) 

• Individual: 25 other settings 

• Application duration standard: 8 – 16 – 24 mins. 

• Individual: from 1 min to 60 mins. 

• Output signal: Maximum 3V, 170 mA, 40 micros  

• Telemid-device class: IIaMains voltage frequency and power consumption: 115/230V, 50/60 Hz, 

7W 

• Manufacturer’s warranty: 2 years’ Operating temperature: +10°C to +40°C 

 

The Benefits: 

• Cellvital Homecare Therapy 

• Discover NOW all the benefits for a FULL healthy body: boost your immune, enhance  your 

performances, improve your sleep quality, get more energy for your day. 

• What is Cellvital Homecare Therapy? 

• It is a biophysical procedure of vascular and cellular training. 

• It uses electromagnetic induction to regulate the ionic flow within the body (blood vessels, 

tissues and cells). 

• It resets the metabolic activities. 

• “The electromagnetic impulses of Cellvital-Homecare are able to satisfy the natural impulse to 

movement, therefore determining all the positive effects that are typical of an active 

movement.” 

 

Why is Cellvital-Homecare therapy so important? 



The less we move, the less our body generates stimulating impulses, consequently acting with apathy. 

Cells are not simply activated by their own regulation; indeed, they also require a constant activation, 

 which is given by a “start” signal correlated with movement. Without movement, a cellular decay 

slowly takes place. 

 

There’s no life without movement: 

Each movement impulse activates various neurotransmitters, such as calcium ions, leading the 

mitochondria (our energy factories) to produce a sufficient amount of energy. 

The electromagnetic impulses produced by Cellvital-Homecare mimic these natural impulses through a 

request of calcium ions’ inclusion and a subsequent production of energy within the mitochondria. 

Regular use of the Cellvital-Homecare stimulation therapy can obviate the lack  of physical activity and 

thus compensate the cellular deficit that comes with it. 

Important to know: 

This is particularly important for people that don’t have time to dedicate  to movement on a daily or 

regular basis, such as managers, housewives, professionals, students, as well as sick people or 

individuals  with reduced movement ability (i.e., disabled people). 

 

                                                                  Science and research 

Exponential Function: 

The shape of the magnetic impulse is essential  to activate the signal induced by the device.  The 

Exponential Function curve is “the expression  of all living things”. All the impulses used  by the 

Cellvital-Homecare technology operate according to this Exponential Function curve. This is a singular 

im-pulse curve that recreates the natural processes within the body and guarantees a reinforced ionic 

alignment and an accelerated ionic transport, which has a fundamental role in cellular revitalization. 

Electrosmog-free therapy: 

Thanks to an accurate selection of the materials’ quality and to a broad endowment of scientific 

competence, the Cellvital-Homecare technology is electrosmog-free. The TCO measurement detected is 

thus totally compliant to regulations: < 0.5 v/m. The maximum allowed level is indeed 10 v/m. It is worth 

noticing that this value is exceeded by many electromagnetic devices by 15–20 times. 

 

The Fibonacci Code, the key to perfect blood circulation: 

• The Fibonacci Code of the Cellvital-Homecare signal allows to access the vascular system 

circulation with optimal timing and near each organ and cell. 

 



• Optimization of tissues oxygen consumption 

• Regulation/new regulation at the expense  of the Autonomic Nervous System 

• How do I use it and what are the benefits 

• This is how you activate your cellular energy 

• The application period is normally of 8 minutes twice a day. 

• In a healthy person, the application’s effect lasts up to 8 hours.  

 

To reach a healthy body condition, we recommend a regular use of the device. 

• Details about applications and suggested settings, as well as an indication list, can be found in 

the Cellvital-Homecare set.  

• People affected by a disease might extend the number of daily applications up to 3 times  per 

day. The intensity level and the duration of treatment are determined on the basis  of the 

particular disease that must be treated.   

• For example, in a case of gonarthrotic (knee osteoarthritis), the first positive results of the 

treatment can be seen after approximately 2 weeks of applications.  after 6 weeks of 

treatment, the condition appears significantly improved. * 

• Recommendations about the intensity levels and the application periods are based on an 

extensive knowledge of this field and on studies that were conducted under medical and 

scientific supervision.  

 

Cellvital: the story: 

An ingenious discovery or mental clarity following a stroke of fate? 

As the successful entrepreneur and multiple patent holder Dr. E.G. Fischer had retired after a stroke in a 

cottage in Vorarlberg, no one could have guessed that  the development of one of the most ingenious 

inventions in medical technology would have emerged as a result. 

Healed by the power of a less sophisticated electromagnetic field, he recruited  an interdisciplinary 

research team, which includes personalities like Prof. Dr. H. King of the Technical University of Munich, 

the orthopedic surgeon Prof. R.O. Becker  of the State University of New York and the chemist and 

twice Nobel Prize winner Linus Pauling. As a result, they developed a ground-breaking action model 

based  on electromagnetic pulses. The extremely weak magnetic fields are only used  as transporters 

to easily convey biologically active frequencies in the form  of complex information packages in each 

cell of our body.  

Special emphasis was placed on an internationally patented pulse shape, which can be represented as 

an “exponential function”, and which has been demonstrated to be involving all chemical and physical 

processes of nature itself. This also explains why the MIR space station was equipped with this 

groundbreaking technology. After almost three decades of scientific basic research and a number of 

clinical trials, we here present the latest generation of devices under the brand name of Cellvital.  The 

company’s philosophy aims at continuous development, highest quality and specially user-friendliness. 



“Human health depends on the health of its cells”. 

- Dr. E.g., Fischer 

 

The Benefits: 

• Improve sleep - Boost your immune system - Enhance Detoxication - Increase Your Energy Every 

Day 

Correct cell tension: 

• Cellular youth indicator 

• Even though we can resort to a different medical specialist for each organ of our body, it is 

obvious that the primary cause of all diseases can be traced back  to a deficit of cell 

functionality. Tiredness and weakness are always expressions of a modified electrical tension of 

the cell. Elderly people frequently manifest this in the lower part of their body. 

• If the electrical tension decreases below a certain level, healthy cells convert into sick cells. 

 

Better circulation: 

• More circulation, more oxygen 

• Environmental conditions, electrosmog, stress, work pressure or chronic dis-eases have a bad 

influence  on oxygen transport and oxygen consumption within our body (red blood cells = 

oxygen transport in the blood). On a long term, a lack of oxygen occurs inside our tissues 

(organs, muscles, skin, …). Whenever the microcirculation doesn’t work properly, chronic 

diseases are endorsed. 

 

Increased ATP (energy): 

• The currency of our body 

• Humans need energy to perform their daily activities.  it is for this rea-son that ATP* must be 

produced daily by our body. Whenever there is an increase in age, stress, workload or even 

diseases, ATP* production usually decreases. 

 

• ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate)  In biology ATP is considered to be the energy of life. ATP is the 

“energy currency” of every cell in our body. It is the molecule with the most energy and most 

efficient for storing energy. ATP is produced  in the mitochondria of our body cells. 

 

The advantages of Cellvital-Homecare application for your own health: 

• Increases the synthesis  of cell proteins  



• Improves blood circulation  by expanding the arteries  and the capillaries 

• Stimulates the production  of endorphin and serotonin  

• Alkalizes the pH producing  an increased oxygen consumption (up to 200%)  

• Handy and easy  to use 

• Prevents inflammation and reduces the activity of the enzymes  that determine inflammation 

• Works as a catalyzer to increase bone density and muscle mass 

• Improves metabolism  and the overall  cellular regeneration 

IN THE NEW AGE 
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